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Last yearLast year’’s outlooks outlook

�� Complete the analysis of Complete the analysis of NN=2 CSM duals to M2 =2 CSM duals to M2 branesbranes
on CYon CY44. Explore . Explore NN=1 theories, for example in the large =1 theories, for example in the large 
NNff limit.limit.

�� Duals for landscape IIA Duals for landscape IIA vacuavacua..

�� Learn about the strong coupling limit of massive IIA.Learn about the strong coupling limit of massive IIA.
�� Explain NExplain N3/23/2 -- derive the 1/derive the 1/√√λλ suppression of suppression of dofsdofs. . 

�� More tests of More tests of integrabilityintegrability. . 
�� Further explore the connection to 2+1 condensed Further explore the connection to 2+1 condensed 

matter systems.matter systems. Learn something new 

about M-theory?



M2 M2 branesbranes
� The conformal field theory on M2 branes is the 

infrared limit of the NN = 8, 2+1 dimensional U(N) 
Yang-Mills theory of N D2-branes in flat space. The 
YM coupling in 3d is dimensionful, and the theory 
becomes strongly coupled in the IR. The IR R-
symmetries that control the dimensions of operators 
are not manifest in the UV.

� The lack of adjustable coupling in M-theory suggested 
that the IR CFT had no IR CFT had no LagrangianLagrangian description. description. 
Moreover, the black D2 Moreover, the black D2 branebrane has no smooth near has no smooth near 
horizon region in 10d SUGRA. horizon region in 10d SUGRA. 



A background in which they become weakly 
coupled was found, due to the presence of a 

small circle.

Moreover, reducing to IIA string theory along the 
natural U(1) isometry results in a background in 
which the black D2 brane solution has a smooth 

AdS near horizon limit.

Why is there an M2 Why is there an M2 branebrane

LagrangianLagrangian??

θ = 2π/k



Black D2/M2 Black D2/M2 branesbranes

�� The black D2 gravity solution in asymptotically flat The black D2 gravity solution in asymptotically flat 
space does not have a smooth space does not have a smooth AdSAdS near horizon limit.near horizon limit.

�� The string coupling blows up near the D2, so one lifts The string coupling blows up near the D2, so one lifts 
to Mto M--theory. The black M2 solution in 11d has a theory. The black M2 solution in 11d has a 
smooth                        near horizon geometry with N smooth                        near horizon geometry with N 
units of flux in units of flux in AdSAdS..

�� The effective The effective worldvolumeworldvolume gauge theory on N D2 gauge theory on N D2 
branesbranes is the is the N N = 8 super Yang= 8 super Yang--Mills with Mills with dimensionfuldimensionful
coupling.coupling.

AdS4 × S7



A different IIA reductionA different IIA reduction

�� The                              has a natural U(1) The                              has a natural U(1) isometryisometry, , 
associated to the description of Sassociated to the description of S77 as a Sas a S11 bundle over bundle over 
CPCP33. In the . In the ‘‘t t HooftHooft limit one gets IIA onlimit one gets IIA on
with k units of Fwith k units of F22 flux.flux.

�� This extends to the entire black M2 solution. This gives This extends to the entire black M2 solution. This gives 
a background of IIA, with varying a background of IIA, with varying dilatondilaton and Fand F22 flux, flux, 
in which the black D2 in which the black D2 doesdoes have a smooth near have a smooth near 
horizon. horizon. 

�� The string coupling is small if k is large. The string coupling is small if k is large. 

AdS4 × CP 3

(Nk)3/2/k = N2

(N/k)1/2

AdS4 × S7/Zk

[Nilsson Pope, Volkov

Sorokin Tkach]



ChernChern--SimonsSimons--matter theorymatter theory

�� We first consider the case with N=2 We first consider the case with N=2 susysusy. It consists of . It consists of 
a vector a vector multipletmultiplet in the in the adjointadjoint of the gauge group, and of the gauge group, and 
chiralchiral multipletsmultiplets in representations       in representations       

�� The kinetic term for the The kinetic term for the chiralchiral multipletsmultiplets includes includes 
couplingscouplings

�� There is the usual D term There is the usual D term 

Ri

−φ̄iσ2φi − ψ̄iσψi

φ̄iDφi

SN=2CS = k
4π

∫
(A ∧ dA+ 2

3A
3 − χ̄χ+ 2Dσ)



We integrate out D,   , and 

SN=2 =
∫

k
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Note that this action has classically marginal 
couplings. It is has been argued that it does not 
renormalize, up to shift of k, and so is a CFT. 



N=3 CSN=3 CS--mattermatter

�� To obtain a more To obtain a more supersymmetricsupersymmetric theory, begin with theory, begin with 
N=4 YMN=4 YM--matter. Then add the CS term, breaking to matter. Then add the CS term, breaking to 
N=3.N=3.

�� Thus we add an Thus we add an adjointadjoint chiralchiral multipletmultiplet,   ,with no ,   ,with no 
kinetic term in the CS limit, and the matter kinetic term in the CS limit, and the matter chiralchiral
multipletsmultiplets,         , which must come in pairs.,         , which must come in pairs.

� There is a superpotential,                       , needed to 
supersymmetrize the CS term. 

Φi, Φ̃i

ϕ

W = − k
8πTr(ϕ

2)



�� Integrating out       one obtains the same action as Integrating out       one obtains the same action as 
before, but with a before, but with a superpotentialsuperpotential::

�� These N=3 theories are completely rigid, and hence These N=3 theories are completely rigid, and hence 
superconformalsuperconformal. It is impossible to have more . It is impossible to have more 
supersymmetry in a YMsupersymmetry in a YM--CSCS--matter theory, but for matter theory, but for 
particular choices of gauge groups and matter particular choices of gauge groups and matter 
representations, the pure CSM can have enhanced representations, the pure CSM can have enhanced 
supersymmetry.supersymmetry.

[[ZupnikZupnik, , KhetseliusKhetselius, Kao, Lee, Lee, Schwarz, , Kao, Lee, Lee, Schwarz, GaiottoGaiotto, Yin], Yin]

ϕ

W = 4π
k (Φ̃iT

a
Ri
Φi)(Φ̃jT

a
Rj

Φj)



The N=6 CSM theory of N M2 The N=6 CSM theory of N M2 

branesbranes in Cin C44/Z/Zkk
�� U(N)U(N)kk x U(N)x U(N)--kk CSM with a pair of CSM with a pair of bifundamentalbifundamental

hypermultipletshypermultiplets

�� Field content: Field content: 

�� SU(2) x SU(2) global symmetry, which does SU(2) x SU(2) global symmetry, which does not not 
commute with SO(3)commute with SO(3)RR, combining to form SU(4), combining to form SU(4)RR

(CI)
∗, (ψI)∗ in (N̄,N) their conjugates

CI , ψ
I in (N, N̄) matter fields

Aµ, Ãµ gauge fields

CI = (Aa, B∗ȧ).
W = 2π

k ǫabǫȧḃ(AaBȧAbBḃ)

[Aharony, Bergman, Maldacena, 

DLJ]

[ABJM, Benna, Klebanov, Klose, Smedback, Bandres, 

Lipstein, Schwarz, Schanbl, Tachikawa]



‘‘t t HooftHooft LimitLimit

�� The gauge theory coupling is 1/k. Fix The gauge theory coupling is 1/k. Fix 

�� Perhaps disappointingly, but unsurprisingly, the Perhaps disappointingly, but unsurprisingly, the 
usual usual ‘‘t t HooftHooft limit is a string theory.limit is a string theory.

�� One obtains IIA on AdSOne obtains IIA on AdS44 ×× CPCP33 with N units of with N units of 
FF44 and k units of Fand k units of F22 in CPin CP33

λ = N/k, N →∞

R2str = 25/2π
√
λ+

{
− 1
24

(
1− 1

k2

)
+ ℓ2

2k2

}

Higher order curvature correction
[Bergman Hirano]gIIA ∼ λ1/4

k



Why is CSM a theory of M2 Why is CSM a theory of M2 branesbranes??

�� There is an extra circle which emerges only at strong There is an extra circle which emerges only at strong 
coupling,             , due to the monopole operators.coupling,             , due to the monopole operators.

�� If one gives an If one gives an ““eigenvalueeigenvalue’’’’ a VEV,                      , so a VEV,                      , so 
one of the M2 one of the M2 branesbranes is at distance                then the is at distance                then the 
mass of the offmass of the off--diagonal modes scales like diagonal modes scales like 

This is the area of a cone, rather than a length, as This is the area of a cone, rather than a length, as 
expected from a wrapped M2.expected from a wrapped M2.

R = ℓ
3/2
P v,

[Mukhi Papageorgakis, Lambert Tong, Distler Mukhi

Papageorgakis van Raamsdonk, Berenstein Trancanelli]

CI =

(
v 0
0 0

)

1
kv

2 = R
k ℓ
−3
P

N ≫ k5



Two natural generalizationsTwo natural generalizations

�� Find other 7d conical Find other 7d conical 
backgrounds in IIA with backgrounds in IIA with 
vanishing vanishing dilatondilaton at the at the 
origin, in which the black origin, in which the black 
D2 D2 branebrane will have a will have a 
smooth near horizon.smooth near horizon.

�� Most natural method for Most natural method for 
M2 M2 branesbranes on on susysusy 88--
manifolds. manifolds. 

�� Marginally deform the Marginally deform the 
CFT, or follow a relevant CFT, or follow a relevant 
operator to a new fixed operator to a new fixed 
point, and identify the point, and identify the 
dual geometry.dual geometry.

�� Typically gives Typically gives vacuavacua
with fluxes on the with fluxes on the 
internal manifold.  internal manifold.  



Fractional M2 Fractional M2 branesbranes

�� One can also consider the One can also consider the U(N+U(N+ℓℓ))kk ××U(N)U(N)--kk

CSM theory. This retains CSM theory. This retains N N =6 supersymmetry.=6 supersymmetry.

�� In the DIn the D--branebrane construction, it corresponds to construction, it corresponds to 
unequal numbers of stretched D3 unequal numbers of stretched D3 branesbranes..

�� In MIn M--theory, one obtains N M2 theory, one obtains N M2 branesbranes, together , together 
with with ℓℓ fractional M2 at the singularityfractional M2 at the singularity

5(1,k)

D3N

D3N+l

NS5

[Hosomichi Lee Lee Lee Park, Aharony Bergman DLJ]

[Aharony Bergman DLJ]



BB--field in IIAfield in IIA

�� In the IIA near horizon limit this corresponds to In the IIA near horizon limit this corresponds to 
turning on the B field in the internal space.turning on the B field in the internal space.

�� Roughly speaking, this is the reduction of the Roughly speaking, this is the reduction of the 
flat Cflat C--field. It doesnfield. It doesn’’t affect the equations of t affect the equations of 
motion, but does shift the quantization motion, but does shift the quantization 
condition for Fcondition for F44. . 

�� Since supersymmetry requires that FSince supersymmetry requires that F44 vanishes, vanishes, 
B is dynamically quantized in units of 1/k J.B is dynamically quantized in units of 1/k J.

�� Appears to be a mysterious shift by Appears to be a mysterious shift by ½½..
[Aharony Hashimoto Hirano Ouyang]



Massive IIAMassive IIA

�� Consider deforming the N=6 CSM theory by the Consider deforming the N=6 CSM theory by the 
addition of a level a CS term for the second gauge addition of a level a CS term for the second gauge 
group.group.

�� In this theory the monopole operators corresponding In this theory the monopole operators corresponding 
to D0 to D0 branesbranes develop a tadpole, since the induced develop a tadpole, since the induced 
electric charge (k, aelectric charge (k, a--k) cannot be cancelled with the k) cannot be cancelled with the 
matter fields.matter fields.

�� This motivates the idea that the total CS level should be This motivates the idea that the total CS level should be 
related to the Frelated to the F00 flux. flux. 
[Gaiotto Tomasiello, Fujita Li Ryu Takayanagi, Petrini

Zaffaroni]

U(N)k × U(N)−k+a



�� The light U(1) on the The light U(1) on the modulimoduli space has a level space has a level aa
ChernChern--Simons term, matching the coupling of Simons term, matching the coupling of 
the D2 the D2 worldvolumeworldvolume to the Romans mass. to the Romans mass. 

�� For such deformations of For such deformations of NN=6 CSM, there are =6 CSM, there are 
field theories with field theories with NN = 3,2,1,0 differing by the = 3,2,1,0 differing by the 
breaking of the SU(4) into flavor and Rbreaking of the SU(4) into flavor and R--
symmetry. Still have the topology symmetry. Still have the topology 

kCS(A1) + (a− k)CS(A2) + |X|2(A1 −A2)2

[Tomasiello; Gaiotto Tomasiello]

AdS4 × CP3



Monopoles and a new regimeMonopoles and a new regime
� Three dimensional gauge theories have disorder 

operators that create magnetic vortices. Their 
dimensions can become small at strong coupling.

� Amazingly reflected in the lift of strongly coupled IIA 
to M-theory.

SemiSemi--classicalclassical

IIA gravityIIA gravity

λλ largelarge

N N →→ ∞∞

11d M11d M--theorytheory

gravity limitgravity limit

k fixedk fixed

N N →→ ∞∞

Weakly Weakly 
coupled planar coupled planar 

limitlimit

PerturbativePerturbative

CSMCSM

λλ = N/k small= N/k small

N N →→ ∞∞
1/k small1/k small

N fixedN fixed



Regimes of general large N 3d U(N) Regimes of general large N 3d U(N) 

gauge theoriesgauge theories

�� Open question: how can one define large N Open question: how can one define large N 
intrinsically? intrinsically? 

Results in MResults in M--
theory or again theory or again 
weakly coupled weakly coupled 
strings!strings!

Weakly coupled Weakly coupled 
strings. Can be strings. Can be 
weakly or weakly or 
strongly curved.strongly curved.

Deformations of     Deformations of     
VasilievVasiliev higher higher 
spin gauge theoryspin gauge theory

k fixed, N k fixed, N →→ ∞∞
‘‘t t HooftHooft limitlimit

N/k fixedN/k fixed
1 << N << k

(Mpl/MAdS)
2 ∼ d.o.f. ∼ N3/2k1/2



‘‘t t HooftHooft limitlimit

�� The string coupling always becomes weak. The string coupling always becomes weak. 

�� When When λλ is small, always have large curvature in is small, always have large curvature in 
string units. When string units. When λλ is large, it depends is large, it depends –– for for 
example example NN=2 =2 U(N)U(N)kk with g > 2 with g > 2 adjointsadjoints has a has a 
stringy dual.stringy dual.

�� Open question: how can one tell given a CFT?Open question: how can one tell given a CFT?

gs ∼ λ/N in AdS5 and gs ∼ λ5/4/N in AdS4



Weakly coupled planar limitWeakly coupled planar limit

�� Should be dual to the very weakly interacting Should be dual to the very weakly interacting 
limit of string theory in a highly curved limit of string theory in a highly curved 
background. background. 

�� Extreme example is the singlet sector of a free Extreme example is the singlet sector of a free 
theory of N fields. This is dual to the theory of N fields. This is dual to the VasilievVasiliev’’ss
higher spin gauge theory. The higher spin gauge theory. The masslessmassless higher higher 
spin fields correspond to the higher spin spin fields correspond to the higher spin 
currents of the (trivially) currents of the (trivially) integrableintegrable free theory.free theory.

[Klebanov Polyakov; Sezgin Sundell; Giombi Yin; …]



VasilievVasiliev theorytheory

�� In the large N limit, it seems that the (In the large N limit, it seems that the (MMAdSAdS/M/Mplpl) ) 
perturbativeperturbative expansion of the nonlocal expansion of the nonlocal VasilievVasiliev
theory should be a change of variables from the theory should be a change of variables from the 
1/N expansion in the boundary theory, with a 1/N expansion in the boundary theory, with a 
huge gauge redundancy. This is further huge gauge redundancy. This is further 
suggested by the existence of a gauge in which suggested by the existence of a gauge in which 
the dependence on the dependence on AdSAdS drops out. drops out. 

�� On the other hand, can one engineer it in string On the other hand, can one engineer it in string 
theory? theory? 



Strict large N limitStrict large N limit

�� In the In the NN=6 theory, this limit results in light =6 theory, this limit results in light 
monopole operators corresponding to the light monopole operators corresponding to the light 
D0 D0 branesbranes of IIA at strong coupling. There is an of IIA at strong coupling. There is an 
MM--theory theory sugrasugra description description –– which does not which does not 
allow us to calculate much beyond allow us to calculate much beyond supergravitysupergravity..

�� Not the only possible behavior: one can instead Not the only possible behavior: one can instead 
obtain weakly interacting strings again!obtain weakly interacting strings again!



A new weakly coupled string regimeA new weakly coupled string regime

�� Consider the massive IIA solution dual to Consider the massive IIA solution dual to U(N)U(N)kk

×× U(N)U(N)--k+ak+a

�� This is in spite of the fact that the This is in spite of the fact that the NN=2 theory =2 theory 
has light monopole operators. has light monopole operators. 

�� It would be interesting to understand the general It would be interesting to understand the general 
behavior.behavior.

Rstr ∼
(
N
a

)1/6

gs ∼ 1
(Na5)1/6

1
GN

∼ N5/3a1/3

[Aharony DJ Tomasiello Zaffaroni]



Partition functions on SPartition functions on S33

�� This partition function of the Euclidean theory This partition function of the Euclidean theory 
is given in classical is given in classical supergravitysupergravity by minus the by minus the 
Euclidean Einstein action of the Euclidean Einstein action of the AdSAdS. . 

�� The surface term is an integral of the extrinsic The surface term is an integral of the extrinsic 
curvature of the boundary, the last term is a curvature of the boundary, the last term is a 
higher derivative boundary higher derivative boundary countertermcounterterm. . 

�� Bulk CS terms would lead to an imaginary part. Bulk CS terms would lead to an imaginary part. 

S = − 1

16πGN

∫
d4x

√
g(R− 2Λ) + Ssurf + Sct =

π

2GN
[Balasubramanian, Emparan, Johnson, Kraus, Larsen, Myers, Siebelink,Taylor, 

…]



LocalizationLocalization

�� There is a There is a holomorphicholomorphic supersymmetry preserved on supersymmetry preserved on 
SS33, associated with a Killing , associated with a Killing spinorspinor. . 

�� Adding a QAdding a Q--exact term to the action thus does not exact term to the action thus does not 
change the path integral, and, in the limit of a large change the path integral, and, in the limit of a large 
coefficient, localizes the theory to configurations with coefficient, localizes the theory to configurations with 
vanishing vanishing fermionfermion variations. The 1variations. The 1--loop saddleloop saddle--point point 
approximation becomes exact. approximation becomes exact. 

∇µǫ = i
2γµǫ

δAµ = − i
2λ

†γµǫ, δσ = −1
2λ

†ǫ, δD = − i
2(Dµλ

†)γµǫ+ 1
4λ

†ǫ+ i
2 [λ

†, σ]ǫ

δλ =
(
−1
2γ
µνFµνD + iγµDµσ − σ

)
ǫ, δλ† = 0

[Kapustin Willett Yaakov]



Matrix integralMatrix integral

�� All fields are set to zero, except All fields are set to zero, except σσ = = -- D, D, 
constant on the sphere. Results in a matrix constant on the sphere. Results in a matrix 
integral after going to the integral after going to the eigenvalueseigenvalues..

�� The gauge field 1The gauge field 1--loop determinant together loop determinant together 
with the with the VandermondeVandermonde gives a measure factor ofgives a measure factor of

�� The matter sector localization requires that the The matter sector localization requires that the 
fields have canonical dimensions (fields have canonical dimensions (ieie. . NN = 3).  = 3).  

∏
i<j sinh

2 (π(σi − σj))

1-loop determinant is detR (sech(πσ)) for a hyper in rep R.



NN3/23/2 from the field theoryfrom the field theory

�� Solved by Solved by DrukkerDrukker Marino Marino PutrovPutrov! The leading free ! The leading free 
energy when N = M is energy when N = M is 

�� This even captures the This even captures the subleadingsubleading corrections to the corrections to the 
M2 charge. When B M2 charge. When B ≠≠0, there is a nontrivial phase, 0, there is a nontrivial phase, 
which remains to be understood in the gravity dual. which remains to be understood in the gravity dual. 

�� Note that NNote that N3/23/2 is special to this matrix model. is special to this matrix model. 

1

N !M !

∫ ∏ dui
2π

dvj
2π

∏
i<j 4 sinh

2(
ui−uj
2 )4 sinh2(

vi−vj
2 )

∏
i,j 4 cosh

2(ui
−vj
2 )

e
ik
4π (

∑
u2i−

∑
v2j )

−π
√
2

3
k2(λ− 1

24
)3/2



CSM from geometry and an CSM from geometry and an isometryisometry

�� The theory of M2 The theory of M2 branesbranes probing a geometry with a probing a geometry with a 
U(1) U(1) isometryisometry is part of a family made by taking is part of a family made by taking ZZkk
quotients with weakly coupled gauge groups in the large quotients with weakly coupled gauge groups in the large 
k limit. k limit. 

�� Moreover, all of the theories now known to describe Moreover, all of the theories now known to describe 
M2 M2 branesbranes have a baryonic U(1) associated to               . have a baryonic U(1) associated to               . 
This includes those with pure YangThis includes those with pure Yang--Mills, where weak Mills, where weak 
coupling is obtained in the large coupling is obtained in the large NNff limit, giving exactly limit, giving exactly 
aa

⋆
∑
i Tr(Fi)

ZNf
⊂ U(1)B quotient.



Varieties of U(1)Varieties of U(1)BB actionaction

�� 1) There are no fixed points away from the origin.1) There are no fixed points away from the origin.

�� 2) If the U(1) shrinks away from the origin, then there 2) If the U(1) shrinks away from the origin, then there 
will be explicit D6 will be explicit D6 branesbranes in the IIA reduction. Ex: in the IIA reduction. Ex: 
QQ111111, which is a circle bundle over S, which is a circle bundle over S22 x Sx S22 x Sx S22, with , with 
U(1) action generated by rotation of two of the spheres.U(1) action generated by rotation of two of the spheres.

�� 3) It is also possible that Y has non3) It is also possible that Y has non--isolated isolated orbifoldorbifold
singularities. For example, Csingularities. For example, C44 with a with a 
acting with charges 1, acting with charges 1, --1, p, 1, p, --p, which is related to NS5 p, which is related to NS5 
–– (p,q)5 configurations, has a (p,q)5 configurations, has a nonisolatednonisolated ZZpp singularity singularity 
in the IIA reduction.in the IIA reduction.

Zq ⊂ U(1)

The weakly coupled manifestly N=4 theory is mysterious in IIB. In 

principle determined by Gaiotto Witten



Corresponding field theoriesCorresponding field theories

�� In the first case, the In the first case, the worldvolumeworldvolume theory will be theory will be 
just that of D2 just that of D2 branesbranes in the 7d cone. With in the 7d cone. With NN = = 
2, they are D2 on CY 32, they are D2 on CY 3--fold plus CS terms.fold plus CS terms.

�� The second case results in theories with flavors.The second case results in theories with flavors.
�� The generic case 3 is probably described by The generic case 3 is probably described by 

strongly coupled CFT interacting via CS gauge strongly coupled CFT interacting via CS gauge 
theories. theories. 

�� Changing the U(1) used gives a dual theory, Changing the U(1) used gives a dual theory, 
generalizing 3d mirror symmetry.generalizing 3d mirror symmetry.



ModuliModuli space of N=2 CSMspace of N=2 CSM

�� There are FThere are F--term equations of the usual type term equations of the usual type 
We have a D3 quiver on Y with n nodes, all fields are We have a D3 quiver on Y with n nodes, all fields are 
adjointsadjoints or or bifundamentalsbifundamentals..

�� The DThe D--term equations are replaced by cubic equationsterm equations are replaced by cubic equations
where where µµaa are the usual moment maps. are the usual moment maps. 

�� The MThe M--theory geometry is the solution theory geometry is the solution µµaa = k= kaa r, and r, and 
the CS term implies that one only gauges the kernel ofthe CS term implies that one only gauges the kernel of

�� This is precisely the geometry X. This is precisely the geometry X. 
β : (u1, , un) ∈ U(1)n → uk11 ...u

kn
n

1
ka
µaT

i
bqi = 0,

[Tomasiello DLJ, Martelli Sparks, Hanany Zaffaroni]

∂W = 0.



Monopoles in the Monopoles in the chiralchiral ringring

�� There are monopole operators in YMThere are monopole operators in YM--CSCS--matter matter 
theories, which we follow to the IR CSM.theories, which we follow to the IR CSM.

�� In radial quantization, it is a classical background with In radial quantization, it is a classical background with 
magnetic flux                       , and constant scalar, magnetic flux                       , and constant scalar, 

. Of course, in the CSM limit, . Of course, in the CSM limit, 

�� It is crucial that the fields in It is crucial that the fields in µµ are not charged under a.are not charged under a.

�� This operator creates a vortex.This operator creates a vortex.

∫
S2
Fa = 2πn

σ = n/2

[Borokhov Kapustin Wu]

σa = k−1µ



M2 M2 branesbranes on on CalabiCalabi--YauYau 44--foldsfolds

�� Consider a conical Consider a conical CalabiCalabi--YauYau 44--fold, X, with a U(1) fold, X, with a U(1) 
isometryisometry that leaves the that leaves the holomorphicholomorphic 44--form invariant. form invariant. 
For example, a For example, a torictoric CYCY44 will have 3 such U(1)will have 3 such U(1)’’s. s. 

�� Then the Then the KKäählerhler quotient X//U(1) will be a CYquotient X//U(1) will be a CY33, Y. , Y. 
Reducing MReducing M--theory on X to IIA on this U(1) gives a 7d theory on X to IIA on this U(1) gives a 7d 
cone which is Y fibered over a real line, with Fcone which is Y fibered over a real line, with F22 flux, flux, 
varying varying dilatondilaton, and , and 

�� The FThe F22 flux scales with k if one starts with X/flux scales with k if one starts with X/ZZkk..

θFIa = kar.

[DLJ Tomasiello, Martelli Sparks, Hanany Zaffaroni, Aganagic]



N=2 CSM from D3 quiversN=2 CSM from D3 quivers
�� We want to know the theory on N M2 We want to know the theory on N M2 branesbranes on X. It on X. It 

is the IR limit of the theory on N D2 is the IR limit of the theory on N D2 branesbranes on the 7d on the 7d 
cone X/U(1), with Fcone X/U(1), with F22 flux.flux.

�� Take the reduction to 2+1 of the quiver theory Take the reduction to 2+1 of the quiver theory 
describing N D3 describing N D3 branesbranes on Y. In the resolved geometry on Y. In the resolved geometry 
we can image this describes the fractional we can image this describes the fractional branesbranes as D4 as D4 
and D6 on and D6 on holomorphicholomorphic 2 and 4 cycles in Y. The CS 2 and 4 cycles in Y. The CS 
terms arise from the D4 terms arise from the D4 worldvolumeworldvolume coupling coupling 

�� The coupling              must arise from the The coupling              must arise from the fibrationfibration of of 
Y over RY over R11. . 

∫
F2 ∧ SCS(a)

k
2π

∫
Dσ

[Aganagic]



D6 D6 branesbranes in AdSin AdS44

�� Given this large class of                    quiver CSM Given this large class of                    quiver CSM 
theories describing a stack of M2 theories describing a stack of M2 branesbranes at a (hyper) at a (hyper) 
torictoric singularity. In the singularity. In the ‘‘t t HooftHooft limit, the dual geometry limit, the dual geometry 
is a warped productis a warped product

�� Introducing D6 Introducing D6 branesbranes wrapping an internal, wrapping an internal, 
homologically trivial, 3homologically trivial, 3--cycle (       in the        case) adds cycle (       in the        case) adds 
fundamental fundamental hypermultipletshypermultiplets to the quiver.to the quiver. CChoice of hoice of ZZ22
Wilson line corresponds to which node the Wilson line corresponds to which node the 
fundamental is attached.fundamental is attached.

�� Interestingly, Interestingly, conformalityconformality is preserved. is preserved. 

AdS4 ×w M6

RP
3

CP
3

[Hohenegger Kirsch, Gaiotto DLJ, Hikida Li Takayanagi, Fujita Tai]

N = 2, 3



Adding flavorsAdding flavors

�� The addition of fundamental flavors will alter The addition of fundamental flavors will alter 
the the chiralchiral ring, corresponding to the quantum ring, corresponding to the quantum 
correction of the correction of the modulimoduli space. space. 

�� MesonicMesonic operators are unaffected, but BPS operators are unaffected, but BPS 
monopole operators that appear in the monopole operators that appear in the chiralchiral
receive a quantum contribution to their receive a quantum contribution to their 
dimension, and a corresponding change of the dimension, and a corresponding change of the 
OPE. OPE. 



Anomalous dimensionAnomalous dimension

N=2 caseN=2 case

�� We work in the UV to compute the 1We work in the UV to compute the 1--loop loop 
correction to the charge of a monopole operator correction to the charge of a monopole operator 
under some flavor U(1). Following under some flavor U(1). Following BorokhovBorokhov--
KapustinKapustin--Wu, Wu, we find we find 

�� This is an addition to the usual, This is an addition to the usual, mesonicmesonic charge charge 
of the operator. of the operator. 

−1
2

∑
fermions |qe|QF



CancellationCancellation

�� Doing the calculation in the UV YMDoing the calculation in the UV YM--CSM theory,CSM theory,
, where R is th, where R is the exact e exact 

RR--symmetry in the IR CSM. Note that in the symmetry in the IR CSM. Note that in the torictoric case, case, 
each each chiralchiral field appears exactly twice in the field appears exactly twice in the 
superpotentialsuperpotential. Therefore any flavor symmetry (which . Therefore any flavor symmetry (which 
must leave W invariant) that might mix with the Rmust leave W invariant) that might mix with the R--
symmetry cancels in the monopole dimension.symmetry cancels in the monopole dimension.

�� Therefore equivalent to anomaly cancellation in the 4d Therefore equivalent to anomaly cancellation in the 4d 
YM theory with the same quiver.YM theory with the same quiver.

�� More generally, anomalies of the 4d theory become More generally, anomalies of the 4d theory become 
quantum corrections to this monopole in the 3d theory.quantum corrections to this monopole in the 3d theory.
[DLJ,  Niarchos,  Benna Klebanov Klose]

∆dim = ∆R = −1
2

∑
fermionsR-charge



N N = 2 flavors= 2 flavors

�� Consider one of the quivers that descends from Consider one of the quivers that descends from 
a a torictoric CY 3CY 3--fold quiver. We add nonfold quiver. We add non--chiralchiral
flavors p and q to one node, with flavors p and q to one node, with superpotentialsuperpotential

�� The fundamentals become The fundamentals become masslessmassless when F = 0 when F = 0 
and and µµ = 0. The location of the D6 = 0. The location of the D6 branebrane is thus is thus 
F = 0 in the 3F = 0 in the 3--fold, Y. fold, Y. 

�� On the geometric branch,  p = 0, q = 0.On the geometric branch,  p = 0, q = 0.

[Benini Closset Cremonesi, DLJ]

W = qFp



Correction to the Correction to the modulimoduli spacespace

�� Suppose we have added Suppose we have added NNff flavor pairs. The flavor flavor pairs. The flavor 
symmetries of the original quiver act trivially on them, symmetries of the original quiver act trivially on them, 
and their own flavor symmetries are always and their own flavor symmetries are always nonabeliannonabelian
groups, which cannot mix with the Rgroups, which cannot mix with the R--symmetry. Thus symmetry. Thus 
we are justified in computing the quantum correction to we are justified in computing the quantum correction to 
the naive UV Rthe naive UV R--charge of our monopole.charge of our monopole.

�� This results in                                                 This results in                                                 since the since the 
total dimension of the total dimension of the superpotentialsuperpotential q F p must be 2.q F p must be 2.

�� The only consistent structure for the OPE is thenThe only consistent structure for the OPE is then

T T̃ ∼ FNf .

−2Nf

2
(dfund − 1) = Nf

2
dimension(F ),



MM--theory geometrytheory geometry

�� The modified geometry is The modified geometry is 

where the U(1) acts as where the U(1) acts as NNff times U(1)times U(1)BB on X, and on X, and 
with weights k, with weights k, --k on Ck on C22. . 

�� Note that this U(1) has a fixed locus where    Note that this U(1) has a fixed locus where    
and    are zero. This is exactly the location of the and    are zero. This is exactly the location of the 
D6 D6 branesbranes, where the fundamentals are , where the fundamentals are masslessmassless..

Xf = (X ×C2)//U(1), tt̃ = FNf

t̃
t



ChiralChiral flavorsflavors

�� F is now in the              rather than the F is now in the              rather than the adjointadjoint..
�� Using the formula for 1Using the formula for 1--loop corrections to the loop corrections to the 

charges of monopoles, we now find that there is charges of monopoles, we now find that there is 
a quantum correction to the a quantum correction to the gaugegauge charges, since charges, since 
the number of fields entered and leaving each the number of fields entered and leaving each 
node are not equal.node are not equal.

�� Taking two such D6 Taking two such D6 branesbranes, one can produce , one can produce 
QQ111111! ! 

k k

- k

- k

(N̄i, Nj)

Wfl = p1A1q1 + p2A2q2



ChiralChiral exampleexample
�� The cone over QThe cone over Q111111 is the is the torictoric CY 4CY 4--fold, Cfold, C66//U(1)//U(1)22

�� The 3d The 3d KahlerKahler quotient on which the quiver is based is then just quotient on which the quiver is based is then just 
the the conifoldconifold..

�� There are two fixed loci defined by the equationsThere are two fixed loci defined by the equations
�� Flavored CFT gives:Flavored CFT gives:

�� Assuming the 4 node quiver is quantum mechanically consistent, Assuming the 4 node quiver is quantum mechanically consistent, 
perhaps it describes the theory with a flat Cperhaps it describes the theory with a flat C--field turned on. field turned on. 

z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6
1 1 −1 −1 0 0
0 0 1 1 −1 −1

U (1)B 1 0 −1 0 0 0

a1 = z1z3, a2 = z2z4, b1 = z5, b2 = z6

a1 = 0, a2 = 0

A1 A2 B1 B2 t t̃
1 1 −1 −1 1 1

tt̃ = A1A2



Generic Generic orbiorbi--bundle casebundle case

�� The MThe M--theory horizon manifold is smooth, but theory horizon manifold is smooth, but 
the reduction to IIA has singularities that are the reduction to IIA has singularities that are 
locally locally orbifoldsorbifolds. These can support fractional F. These can support fractional F22
flux. flux. 

�� For example CFor example C44/Z/Zqq acting byacting by

maps NS5 to (p, mp+1)5maps NS5 to (p, mp+1)5T(SU(N))

T(SU(N))

U(N)p

U(N)-p
U(N)m

U(N)-m

q = mp+ 1

(z1, z2, z3, z4) → (ζz1, ζ
−1z2, ζpz3, ζ−pz4)

T pST−m ∈ SL(2,Z)

T (SU(N)) = U(1)× U(2)× ...× U(N − 1)× U(N)F



M5 M5 branesbranes on 3on 3--manifoldsmanifolds

�� Gives rise to interacting 3d Gives rise to interacting 3d SCFTsSCFTs in the IR. in the IR. 

�� On hyperbolic 3On hyperbolic 3--manifolds, probably lack a manifolds, probably lack a LagrangianLagrangian
description. Special case: mapping description. Special case: mapping toritori of large of large 
diffeomorphismsdiffeomorphisms of Riemann surfaces. Very special of Riemann surfaces. Very special 
case: circle bundles over Riemann surfaces.case: circle bundles over Riemann surfaces.

�� Can have large duals in MCan have large duals in M--theory with internal fluxes in theory with internal fluxes in 
the hyperbolic case. the hyperbolic case. 

[Gauntlett Conamhna Mateos Waldram]



N N = 3 D= 3 D--branebrane constructionconstruction

IR field theoryIR field theory

N=6 CSMN=6 CSM
M2 on               .   M2 on               .   

with torsion flux with torsion flux 

UV field theoryUV field theory

N=3 YMN=3 YM--CSCS

IIB D3 intersecting IIB D3 intersecting 
fivebranesfivebranes

C
4/Zk

5(1,k)

D3N

D3N+l

NS5



SS--rulerule

�� The discrete torsion fluxes live inThe discrete torsion fluxes live in
�� Naively, Naively, ℓℓ can be any integer. can be any integer. 
�� But the But the HananyHanany--Witten sWitten s--rule implies that the rule implies that the 

modulimoduli space is lifted if space is lifted if ℓℓ > k. This can be seen > k. This can be seen 
as the nonexistence of as the nonexistence of SU(N)SU(N)kk N N = 3 CS theory = 3 CS theory 
for N > k. for N > k. 

�� This is a strong coupling effect.This is a strong coupling effect.

H4(S7/Zk) = Zk



ParityParity

�� The The U(N)U(N)kk ×× U(N+U(N+ℓℓ))--kk theory is equivalent to theory is equivalent to 
U(N)U(N)--kk ×× U(N+kU(N+k--ℓℓ))kk related by parity to related by parity to U(N)U(N)kk

×× U(N+kU(N+k--ℓℓ))--kk ..

�� Perhaps there is a cascade rather than Perhaps there is a cascade rather than 
supersymmetry breaking in certain supersymmetry breaking in certain 
configurations with configurations with ℓℓ > k. > k. 

(1,k)5

D3N

(N+l)D3

NS5 (1,k)5

D3N

D3(N+k−l)

NS5



CascadesCascades

� Evidence for a cascade when 2Nk ≥ M(M-k) 
found by Aharony Hashimoto Hirano Ouyang; 
Evslin Kuperstein; Hashimoto Hirano Ouyang. 

� Extra difference in the ranks is carried by D3 
branes that wind several times. 

� The supergravity dual has yet to be constructed 
for the flow from the YM-CS-matter through 
the cascade. 



Cascades IICascades II

�� A cascading solution was found for the A cascading solution was found for the NN=4 =4 
configuration. This is a cascade starting with the 4d configuration. This is a cascade starting with the 4d 
NN=4 YM on a circle with domain walls. =4 YM on a circle with domain walls. 

�� In the YMIn the YM--CSM case, one needs to check when CSM case, one needs to check when 
““flowing upflowing up”” whether the cascade occurs before the whether the cascade occurs before the 
field theory enters the weakly coupled regime.field theory enters the weakly coupled regime.

�� The sThe s--rule remains to be fully understood. What is the rule remains to be fully understood. What is the 
potential generated on the potential generated on the modulimoduli space?space?



For the futureFor the future

�� Embed Embed VasilievVasiliev theory into string theory.theory into string theory.

�� Understand when weakly coupled strings, small Understand when weakly coupled strings, small 
curvature, and/or weak gravity emerge.curvature, and/or weak gravity emerge.

�� More applications of localization on SMore applications of localization on S33..

�� A new window into the string landscape?A new window into the string landscape?

�� Connect explicit duals with condensed matter? Connect explicit duals with condensed matter? 


